Spa special
Turbulent times call
for a return to nature.
From forest bathing in
north London to a luxury
Alpine retreat, three
writers tap into the
restorative power
of the trees
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S AN LUIS,
SOUTH TYROL, ITALY
ature liberates. It clears the mind;
there are no boundaries. San Luis
is like that. Set in 40 hectares of
pine forest, with the blue mountaintops
floating above, the lines between what’s
inside and what’s out are often blurred.
Hot tub? Sunk into a jetty floating on a
shining lake – you’re flush with the wild
water as you soak. Pool? Built half in,
half out of the airy spa “barn”, so you can
swim from the hearth-lit warmth inside
to the pine-scented open air.
As for the bedrooms, San Luis was
given planning permission on the promise
that it would chime with its environment,
so suites are plush chalets surrounding
the lake, and the treehouses are built
from “moon wood” – locally and
sustainably harvested during the waning
moon when sap is at its lowest. It’s then
dried with branches and bark attached, so
any moisture drains out, creating drier
timber that’s said to be more resistant
to damp and bugs. These aren’t any old
treehouses, either: ours has a free-standing
bath and floor-to-ceiling views.
San Luis is all about the vistas. As we
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Spa special

SAUNA HEAVEN

FORSTHOFGUT NATURHOTEL,
LEOG ANG, AUSTRIA
e like everything to be the best,”
said Herman, as he applied
expert pressure to the knots of
lactic acid in my shoulders and neck. Ninety
intense seconds later, the knots had
“exploded” and I was despatched to do
some kneipping in the spa: 20 minutes of
hot sauna action followed by an ice-cold
shower and a 10-minute lie-down. A few
rounds of this would help my body
metabolise any toxins released from my
abused upper back and I would feel no pain
the next day, he promised. Or I could trot
outside in my dressing gown and plunge
into the bathing lake, currently zero degrees.
Reader, I went to the spa. Which, being
textilfrei (nudity required) was not without
its challenges. Eye contact, yes or no?
Is it ever okay to sweat on a stranger?
And what were those baskets of miniature
multicoloured clothes pegs for?
Several hours later I’d worked my way
through three glorious, cocooning floors of
steam rooms, saunas, candlelit forest-view
relaxation rooms and the heated outdoor
infinity pool, ending with a triumphant
20-minute bake in the 90-degree
cedar-scented Leogang Sauna. I felt fantastic.
Full disclosure: I love Austrian spas – all
that clean air, vigorous nudity, gourmet food
and sparkling wine at every opportunity
(even breakfast) is just so life-affirming.
But I’ve never been anywhere quite like
Forsthofgut. Family owned, it’s a juggernaut
of quiet excellence, sleek yet cosy, and
manned by unflappable staff. I for one didn’t
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climb the mountain roads through
a patchwork of vineyards, apple
orchards and forests, my boyfriend
and I are genuinely unprepared for
what we find at the top. We
emerge from the Bond-style
underground car park into a
stunning lobby-cum-lounge with
parquet flooring, open fire and
a wall of windows looking on to
the mountains. It’s unexpectedly
quiet – communal areas are all
music-free beyond
some gentle jazz at
dinner. The hush is
deliberate, a waitress
told us that evening,
so the forest sounds
become integral to the
San Luis experience.
We listen to rustling
trees, chiming
cowbells and crackling
fires – and when the
setting sun sends light
flooding through those glass
walls, the silence feels, quite
literally, golden.
San Luis encourages immersion
in the elements: fire (you’re never
far from a hearth), air (those
windows), and earth (the deep,
peaceful forest). Treatments focus
on anti-ageing
facials and
thorough body
treatments,
incorporating
local herbs,
honey, olive oil
and salt.
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Observing the tightness in my
upper back, my friendly masseuse,
Gabriella, performs a thorough
massage and recommends weekly
treatments back home (a fantasy
I can happily get on board with).
The next morning, masseur
Stefano diagnoses the same
problem. “Your back is too tight,”
he says, before bringing herbal tea
as I sit by the fire after another
thorough un-knotting. I feel
different in mind as well as body,
and Stefano asks whether I am now
“freer”. Yes, “free” is exactly how
I feel. As a seasoned overthinker, I
find it impossible to relax, but San
Luis allows me to let everything
(new job, new house, renovations,
mortgage) go for a few days. My
boyfriend appears visibly changed
by his massage, too: a new man as
he floats in the spa pool.
After dinner that night (a
Tyrolean-Med fusion of chestnut
tagliatelle, dumplings and
prosciutto), we sit on a pontoon
at the edge of the lake, warmed
by a fire pit, blankets and grappa,
feeling at one with the world,
each other and ourselves. Nature
vs nurture? Here, the answer can
only be both.’ CHARLOTTE PAGE
TRIP NOTES
From €300pp
per night half
board, minimum
three-night stay.
Massages from €44
(sanluis-hotel.com)

ever want to leave. It’s warm, elegant and
impossibly welcoming, with clues to its past
as a forestry business and farm everywhere.
A Negroni-style cocktail named A Walk In
The Forest contains mushroom-infused gin
and eucalyptus bitters (potent and delicious)
and, when it’s warm enough, an outdoor treatment
bed and reflexology station can be reached in a nearby
clearing via a barefoot walking path. In the restaurant,
one menu uses produce sourced no further than 50km
from the hotel, while another is 100% vegan. As I left,
I noticed a sign in the lobby asking guests to post
suggestions for improvement into a box. I could
honestly think of nothing.’ ALEXANDRA FRIEND
TRIP NOTES
From €180 per night half board plus afternoon tea and
spa entry. Treatments from €43 (forsthofgut.at/en)

WALKING CURE

FOREST B ATHING, NORTH LONDON
need green. Born in Yorkshire but living in London,
a monthly immersion in the countryside is essential
for my wellbeing. But single parenting, running my
own business and attempting a social life means
I rarely keep that date. Inserting some stress relief
into my life by way of some local shinrin-yoku
(forest bathing) is an obvious win. Made popular
in 1980s Japan, it has well-researched benefits,
says north London psychotherapist Claire de
Boursac, listing reduced cortisol, blood pressure
and anxiety, improved empathy and creativity, and
a better immune system. Joining one of her group
sessions, I instantly trust her understanding of the
cognitive process and her ability to connect me
with my inner wood sprite. Claire begins by
offering a series of “invitations” – exercises to sharpen
hearing, vision, touch and smell. I inhale deeply,
mentally caressing the earth and trees, and bar the
odd dog bouncing up to say hello, the slowing down
feels transformative, though
my busy brain frets about not
being mindful enough. The
final invitation is to connect
with a tree. It feels rude to
abandon the scrappy one I’ve
been leaning on, so I find the
best in its uneven branches,
thinking how it might weather
a storm better than the more
solid trunks around. At the end
of the session, I feel calm and
clear, ready to hop on the Tube,
with a mental note to return
soon and quit worrying about
not being the most perfect tree
in the wood.’ LISA HELMANIS
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TRIP NOTES
£25 for a 2hr group session
(natureasnurture.com)
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Three spas to take you into the woods

CHEWTON GLEN, HAMPSHIRE
Book a Treehouse Suite with outdoor hot tub, or try the
Cedar Retreat, which includes a guided woodland walk and
two spa treatments using Oskia skincare.
(Treehouse Suite, from £950; Cedar Retreat, from £355pp;
chewtonglen.com) Alternatively, go to page 109 to see
Red’s exclusive break at Chewton Glen

FOREST SPA , HEREFORDSHIRE
Come spring, yoga sessions and massage treatments in this day
spa take place in geodomes under the trees. Meditate in nature,
sweat it out in a wood-fired sauna or learn to forage. (From £75pp
for a half-day and £97 for a full-day package; forestspa.co.uk)

AQ UA S A NA , SHERWOOD FOREST
Hot tubs under the forest-view relaxation terrace, treetop
sauna, steam rooms and meditation spaces all intended
to bring the healing powers of the outside in – and you
thought Center Parcs was for kids? (At Sherwood Forest
or Longleat, from £159pp per night, including spa entry
on day of arrival; aquasana.co.uk)
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